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Introduction

Scope and background of this report

As a component of the current Two Year SAB Work Plan, in late 2018 the SAB asked the ESMWG to produce a report on Work Plan Topic 9:

*Evaluate fisheries monitoring technologies to improve stock assessments. This evaluation should consider how to optimally balance electronic monitoring, eDNA, and other technologies...*

This task was a response to a request by NOAA to the SAB to consider technologies to increase the efficiency and accuracy of stock assessments, the potential saving of ship and personnel time in stock assessment cruises, and to explore the potential roles of future methods that are under development. During a subsequent presentation on this topic to the ESMWG, NOAA suggested that this review focus on a small set of illustrative examples of these emerging technologies, rather than a comprehensive review. The illustrative technologies proposed by NOAA were new methods for aging fish, remote observation systems using unmanned systems, and molecular (‘omics) tools. These technologies are of considerable interest to NOAA and are under active development for application to stock assessments. We emphasize that these are not the only new technologies that are potentially relevant to stock assessments within NOAA—they were chosen for emphasis in this report to illustrate the potential and issues of a much broader range of new technologies. The general themes and observations described in this report for these three illustrative technologies apply to other methods at similar levels of readiness.

As background to this ESMWG report, NOAA released a Stock Assessment Improvement Plan (SAIP) in 2018. This document emphasized that “[t]o provide the best information possible and meet the demands for increased quality and quantity of stock assessments, we must continually improve stock assessments with new developments in science and technology.” While the SAIP described many overall activities and actions taken by the Agency to meet those goals, SAB Topic 9 focused primarily on the three different tools used in this report.

This ESMWG effort also builds on another recent report of the working group. In 2016, the ESMWG produced a report on the broader issue of new technologies that could be utilized by NOAA across many different areas of research and monitoring (ESMWG, 2016). While that report covered remote systems and some molecular methods, this current report addresses more specific issues related to new technologies for fisheries stock assessment, as detailed in SAB Work Plan Topic 9.

To produce this report, the ESMWG Committee and co-chairs met with NOAA topic experts, liaisons, scientific advisors and NOAA officials via in-person meetings and multiple phone calls through late 2018 and all of 2019. In addition, ESMWG members reviewed documents related to the three case study technologies, NOAA stock assessments, and other relevant documents (e.g., documents describing general new technology readiness levels as classified by NOAA). Updates on the development of the committee work were provided by the ESMWG co-chairs to the SAB at their regular meetings in spring and summer of 2019. The draft report was revised during the
fall ESMWG committee meeting in October. The draft version of the report was edited, updated and prepared for submission during October-December, 2019 to be delivered to the SAB at its December 2019 meeting.

Based on this review, the three case study technologies

- fish aging,
- remote systems, and
- molecular tools

were categorized by the ESMWG into stages of readiness using NOAA’s Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) (Appendix). These levels range from 1 (experimental) to 9 (fully deployed). The ESMWG grouped these TRLs into three more general categories of readiness—near (TRL 7-8), medium (TRL 5-6) and long-term (TRL 2-3). Using these more general TRL categories, the three technologies were classified as follows:

A. **NEAR** to field deployment and in final testing stages: The example technology of new fish aging methods was placed into this category (TRL 7-8).

Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) advances in automated otolith analyses hold promise for more accurate, faster and higher efficiency aging of fish and this technology is close to being ready for deployment. Otoliths are small calcareous bodies in the ears of fish that are used to age fish by examining layers in their structure. Typically, otolith “reading” is conducted manually by technicians counting rings on prepared otolith sections through a microscope, a time-consuming process that includes substantial measurement error for some species. Initial tests showed the NIRS techniques were promising, and methods are presently being deployed in diverse settings in order to compare results to standard methods (visual counting of otolith rings).

B. **MEDIUM** range technologies that are out of the basic research phase and beginning field testing: The example technology of remote unmanned systems (UxS) was placed into this category (TRL 5-6).

Surface drones, in-water drones and similar remote observation technologies are being field tested for their ability to detect fish and categorize the detections (counts) by species, size and other attributes. Environmental and water conditions, such as temperature and salinity, are also recorded and can provide information on habitat. These technologies use approaches such as sonar to locate and identify fish but cannot capture fish for independent species confirmation and for further analyses. While remote systems are already highly developed and deployed for environmental sensing, their use in stock assessment is at an earlier stage of development. NOAA is currently evaluating these technologies using various approaches, including test cruises and comparing remotely sensed data to trawl data.
C. At basic research level and considered LONG-TERM possibilities: The example technology of molecular tools were reviewed in this category (TRL 2-3).

Environmental DNA sensing (eDNA) and other molecular methods that could be used for stock assessment and fish identification are at a beginning stage of research. The field of genetic identification is expanding rapidly through medical research, and has considerable promise; but the application to fisheries fieldwork is less well developed. Although the technology is progressing rapidly, many years of testing and development will be required before these methods can be used to support stock assessments or other quantitative analyses.

**Major Findings:**

All of the technologies reviewed by the ESMWG have tremendous potential for enhancing current stock assessment methods. Some are more applicable to particular fisheries than others, but the potential for new directions and strategic utilization is high. Investment in research and development of these technologies offers the potential for high returns to NOAA over the medium- to long-term.

At the same time, the ESMWG’s review indicated that these tools should be considered synergistic with ongoing stock assessment methods and processes, and cannot serve as stand-alone replacements or provide immediate solutions to time, effort, funding and ship-use constraints. That is, they can provide added value to current stock-assessment processes and could increase confidence in findings and models. For example, the molecular tools may add information about population responses to environmental and water conditions (habitat) and the drone detections might be used to evaluate fish presence and diversity in shallow waters or over sensitive habitats where trawling and other standard methods are not possible. However, the data created by some of these new techniques produce information that is substantially different from current data inputs to stock assessment and may have distinct biases that will need to be evaluated before they can be used.

As a result of different data properties, these and any other new methods will require dedicated studies comparing their results to NOAA’s current best practices to ensure a high degree of integrity, reliability and credibility in stock assessments for fisheries management. As with any new data, sources of potential bias and error need to be fully evaluated. All new methods will require investment in personnel training and Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) testing. The otolith method is a laboratory tool that provides a significant increase in QA/QC and efficiency for aging fish. In addition to the need for training and QA/QC, questions must be answered concerning how time series data on population trends and associated stock assessment modeling should be adapted to accommodate the data streams from these new technologies as they become available. These are not trivial tasks, and require dedicated analyst time to move a new technology up the TRL scale.

As new technologies come online, there may be a potential for efficiencies and cost savings in some areas. For example, the use of NIRS may soon allow much more rapid processing of
otoliths for fish aging. However, cost savings from replacing NOAA research vessel time with remote sensing or molecular techniques appear unlikely in the near or intermediate term. These techniques can expand the options, efficiency and accuracy of some existing NOAA research tools and may eventually enable new questions to be addressed. As such, these new methods may hold their greatest promise in ecosystem level, multi-species stock assessments rather than as informing single-species methods. They would be particularly impactful for data-poor fisheries and highly relevant to fish species that are currently difficult to monitor using standard field sampling methods.

The technologies covered in this report require specialized personnel training to maximize their use. The move of new technologies into operations mode requires planning for new personnel to coincide with the technical testing schedules, so that personnel are ready to work with these methods as they are deployed. For example, utilizing and interpreting molecular methods requires biomedical, biochemical and statistical training. The use of remote sensing systems requires oceanography, engineering and quantitative analysis training. If NOAA staff are to meet these needs, then professional development, training and hiring will be required. In addition, wide scale adoption of any new technology will require associated institutional changes necessary for acceptance and implementation of data and ongoing research and development of tools to stay current. Any new data need to be available on a timely basis to be effectively used in stock assessments for informing management.

Finally, we emphasize that results from the application of these methods will likely provide information that goes beyond stock assessment and into areas of environmental assessment, ecosystem-based fisheries management, natural history and core biological information about the target species (e.g., Stat et al. 2017). For example, detailed chemical analyses of otoliths can provide information on the location of the fish at a certain age, contaminant exposure and health (Izzo et al., 2018) in addition to age. As a result, these technologies may provide information that benefits other areas of NOAA’s missions.

**Recommendations:**

Based on these major findings focused on the three illustrative examples, the ESMWG provides the following general recommendations.

A. Although new technologies may lead to efficiencies in the medium to long-term time frames, they should not be viewed primarily as cost-saving approaches, but rather as a means to improve stock assessments and ecological monitoring moving forward. The investments required to advance and use these techniques are substantial and their application does not appear likely to result in major cost savings in the short term.

B. Before using the data from new technologies in stock assessments, NOAA will need to examine whether and how the new technologies can be linked to current stock assessment models and supporting analyses, and to what degree any new techniques enhance the stock
assessments and increase the efficiency and timeliness of their preparation. For example, can these technologies enable more accurate, more rapid, more cost-effective or fundamentally different ways of assessing fishery stocks? These evaluations should consider both improvements to current, single-species stock assessments, as well as potential benefits to multi-species stock assessments, data-poor fisheries, and broader ecosystem-based fisheries management.

C. New technologies can be advanced by holding workshops with diverse experts to develop ideas for how to apply these new technologies to stock assessment. It is likely that some adjustments with the technologies and stock assessment analyses will be needed to ensure effective use of the new data. Further, the workshops could explore how these methods may provide innovative insights to benefit NOAA’s fishery management and overall science mission.

D. Side-by-side dedicated comparisons between new technologies and ongoing stock assessment analyses will be needed to advance these new techniques. These comparisons will need to consider NOAA activities on-shore and at-sea. To account for environmental variability, multiple years of comparative field work and associated exploratory analyses will be required to successfully add the information generated by these new technologies to current assessment methods, while ensuring there is no disruption of the integrity, reliability and credibility of the stock assessments.

E. NOAA will need to invest in laboratory and field testing of these methods, as appropriate for the Agency’s potential (present and future) applications. While basic development of molecular tools to identify DNA is mostly supported through the medical fields, studies on the application of these tools to stock assessment require NOAA support. NOAA should consider Public-Private-Partnerships (P3) to develop support for these methods in areas where the agency does not have primary responsibility or does not have sufficient in-house resources.

F. NOAA should explore the potential for workforce development, cooperative institutes, postdoctoral programs and training classes to provide current and prospective NOAA scientists training for these methods. Efforts such as these are necessary to build a future workforce with expertise in these new technologies.

G. New technologies will generate large amounts of data that will need to be organized, analyzed and interpreted. NOAA should consider how artificial intelligence, cloud computing and other approaches can be applied to process the large volumes of data that will be generated. NOAA will also need to consider provisions for (and implications of) data ownership and access, particularly when new technologies are implemented by public-private partnerships or are processed (or stored) on the cloud
Detailed background on individual technologies

The above findings and recommendations were summarized from more granular information gathered on each of the three illustrative technologies considered by the ESMWG. This information was collected from NOAA subject experts for each field (otolith analysis, UxS systems, and molecular methods). The experts were asked to present the committee with background information on each method, and its strengths and weaknesses, its TRL, and how the technology could be applied to stock assessment questions. The ESMWG also asked each expert to report on what near, medium and far term research on each technology was taking place, and how this was potentially relevant to stock assessment applications. The resulting information was supplemented by input from NOAA documents and the scientific literature on each method. The following sections summarize the conclusions drawn from this data gathering process.

Near Term TRL 7-8: Modern methods in fish aging through otolith analysis.

NOAA technical presentation: Dr. Tom Helser (NOAA, AFSC)

A fundamental aspect of age-structured stock assessment is aging the fish that are captured during stock-assessment cruises. This is regularly carried out through the laboratory analyses of the otoliths that are removed from the fish. Otoliths are small, calcareous bodies in the ears of fish that are created in layers through time. The layers appear as rings in the otolith when sectioned and examined using microscopy. Using essentially the same methods as in aging tree rings, NOAA technicians prepare an otolith by slicing it and counting the rings. This is carried out in duplicate by two different technicians to correct for individual variation in counting results. A highly skilled technician can count 30 preparations a day. NOAA has a backlog of thousands of otoliths waiting to be counted and an individual cruise can add hundreds more.

The calcareous layers in the otoliths are separated by an organic matrix of proteins. In the new method, Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) energizes the organic layers with infrared energy and then analyzes the ensuing vibrations of the matrix. With one scan, the entire otolith can be read and a statistical model of the number of rings/matrices is produced. Using a well-established mathematical tool to categorize the scan (Fourier transformation; FT), an age is estimated based on the number of rings/matrices (Wedding et al. 2014, Helser et al. 2018). Using this method, over 300 otoliths can be scanned/day. FT-NIRS provides rapid age estimation with good precision, and greater than 800% efficiency compared to optical counting methods. Further, subjectivity is reduced and repeatability increased as compared with traditional aging methods.

Correlation tests show R values of over 0.95 between manual microscopy and FT-NIRS aging methods (Benson et al., 2019). FT-NIRS aging is faster and has a higher repeatability than manual methods, but FT-NIRS also requires technicians with advanced methods training. FT-NIRS may not be necessary or cost-efficient for small fisheries or where current methods are readily applied.

NOAA is currently investing in FT-NIRS and its utilization on stock assessment cruises. Their next steps are to use the data to produce stock assessments using both visual counting and NIRS
methods for aging fish. FT-NIRS aging is at a very high TRL and data can be readily utilized in current stock-assessment methods. FT-NIRS aging offers reduced time, effort and costs in the preparation and counting of the otolith rings.

**Medium Term: Remote systems. TRL 5-6**

NOAA technical presentation: Christian Meinig, PMEL

The 2016 ESMWG new technologies report covered the use of remote systems in a broad sense. This Topic 9 report specifically addresses autonomous surface vehicles that sail on the surface and may have direct stock assessment applications. In this case, we reviewed a system made by the company Sail-Drones™; however, the concepts apply broadly (see Moody et al. 2017). Surface unmanned systems are a component of greater UxS systems, where the term “UxS” is defined as aerial, underwater and other unmanned vehicle platforms.

Surface UxS drones can be directed to both near-shore and off-shore sites that are hard to access with ships. UxS systems can be at sea for long time periods and also used to “pre-survey” sites that will be later be sampled by ships. They can repeatedly survey small areas over time to quantify temporal and spatial variability.

NOAA is investing in equipment, personnel, laboratory and ship time to test and deploy remote observation tools. NOAA has laid out a plan for:

1. Platform Design and Integration,
2. Operations and Field Testing,
3. Data collection and Validation,
4. Research Missions, and
5. Transition to Operations.

Test cruises and comparative work with Sail-Drones™ have been components of the California hake surveys, the Chukchi sea Arctic cod surveys and fur seal studies in the Bering Sea. Many stocks are data-poor and remote systems could be used to monitor these stocks without utilizing research ship cruises. Only about 50% of all managed stocks are assessed using ships, and UxS systems could reach some of the unassessed fisheries. Also, the data for many assessments are lacking in water and ocean conditions that cannot be trawled or sampled easily (too shallow, rocky bottoms, sensitive habitat). In such cases, remote systems using UxS methods, underwater systems, sonar, remote cameras and video may provide a means to gather data that would otherwise be unavailable to stock assessors.

Remote systems operate in a fundamentally different manner than ship-based surveys, and as a result, have different data output and sources of uncertainty. They move more slowly than large ships, which limits the area that they can cover unless sufficient autonomous systems are
deployed. They must either use telemetry to transmit data, or store data on-board for later analysis, each of which has engineering challenges. Moreover, they are more vulnerable to destruction, for example during storms or interactions with the public. Despite these limitations, these systems offer potential advantages over some current approaches because they have the capacity to sample in shallow water and to correlate fish abundance with in situ water conditions at multiple locations in real time, and may be less disruptive to fish schooling behavior than large ships. They may further complement research ship data because they can potentially be deployed with shorter mobilization time to capture ephemeral events. However, the data that they provide on environmental conditions and their interpretation of location and types of fish species present requires validation and will not be able to be inserted directly into assessment models without substantial additional research. Even with extensive deployment, UxS systems are unlikely to remove the need for trawl surveys and ship-based acoustic surveys. To be used in assessment models, correlation studies will be needed with trawling methods, and stock assessment model parameters may need to be re-estimated as UxS methods are adopted.

Full deployment of surface drones or similar tools is likely to require specialized expertise to conduct research and development and for ongoing operation and maintenance because the equipment and techniques are evolving rapidly. Changes can be expected in equipment (e.g., computer microcontrollers), software and communication systems. To avoid bearing the full cost burden of development, operation and maintenance of a small fleet of such systems, NOAA may want to consider Public-Private-partnerships to take advantage of economies of scale. Existing companies that have been working with NOAA demonstrate that purchasing services for platforms and ocean sensor systems is a feasible alternative to in-house development. Given the rate of technological development in this field, NOAA may benefit from working with companies dedicated to systems development.

Long Term: ‘Omics and molecular methods. 5-10 years. TRL 2-3

NOAA technical presentation: Dr. Kelly Goodwin, OAR, AOML, SWFSC

NOAA is preparing an ‘Omics Strategy that includes a large suite of molecular tools for scientific research questions. ‘Omics refers to biochemical concepts that include genomics (the study of genetic patterns), proteomics that examines what proteins are created under various genetic models, and metabolomics that studies how animals and plants utilize their genetic and protein capabilities to alter their metabolism. The key to the use of ‘Omics for this ESMWG report is that animals moving through a body of water shed off DNA (from skin, slime, fecal matter, etc). This DNA can be extracted from a water sample and identified. That is, it is possible to determine that fish of species X swam through a body of water. This is called “eDNA” and mean environmental DNA as opposed to extracting DNA from the organism directly, such as with whale-biopsies to identify individuals. The field of eDNA is expanding rapidly in life sciences from asking whether species occupy a niche where they have never been seen, to if their presence has seasonal patterns. Some of the advantages of using this method include: Non-
destructive sampling (no nets, trawls, biopsy); better reach (polar, deep, fragile); and more comprehensive species information (microbes to mammals) (Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 2016)

Many challenges and questions must be addressed before ‘Omics approaches can be applied for stock assessment purposes (Hansen et al. 2018). In the ocean, questions about the lifetime or persistence of the eDNA in a water sample must be considered. For example, when did this species of whale swim through this mass of water? The issue of where did the water sample move over the lifetime of the eDNA and how to best remove the high microbial DNA signal which swamps vertebrate eDNA are basic questions that must be studied. Other questions relate to relationships between the quantity of eDNA found in the water (e.g., for particular fish species) and the attributes of the source populations (e.g., abundance, biomass, age structure, etc.). The binary nature of such data (presence or absence) render them insensitive to trend detection. This might limit the usefulness of eDNA to very specific questions at the current stage of development. Additional questions and challenges relate to how autonomous vehicles and sensors might be used to collect samples for eDNA analyses.

The application of eDNA and molecular tools to stock assessment will require answers to these and other basic application questions. However, they are extremely powerful biochemical methods, and hold the promise of obtaining species-specific details of presence and absence beyond our current abilities. This general method holds promise and potential for many other uses beyond stock assessment. For example, these methods could potentially be used to identify spawning areas, characterize changes in the distribution of stocks, and provide other information relevant to broader understanding of coastal and marine ecosystems.

Since the majority of eDNA basic research is funded through medical research (unrelated to fisheries), NOAA will likely need to fund research that adapts these techniques to NOAA-relevant questions. It might be most effective to enter into long-term collaborations with the medical field to utilize their technology, and then invest in the transfer of this technology to fisheries applications.

The new and large amounts of data that ‘Omics can provide different forms of data that must be analyzed and summarized to be integrated into stock assessment models, and could require substantial changes to those models. Given current capabilities, eDNA may complement research ship data collection with presence/absence information on rare or cryptic species. It must also be recognized that ‘Omics techniques are currently better able to address some types of questions than others. For example, current eDNA approaches might be better suited for use within occupancy models which can apply the presence / absence data to generate species richness findings. They might be less suited to analyses of biodiversity (richness weighted by number of individuals of each species) or estimates of abundance or biomass.

As with the other technologies discussed in this report, there will be a need for NOAA professional and workforce development to best utilize research tools and modeling efforts using ‘Omics data. Biochemists, molecular biologists, engineers and model experts will need to be part of the NOAA workforce to move this field into the future. This development could involve
detailing people in other federal agencies to NOAA, in order to share relevant knowledge and laboratory techniques.

**Conclusion**

To make use of emerging technologies, NOAA will need to investigate how these and other new methods could be useful to validate, expand and provide new possibilities for improving, and possible reducing the costs and effort, of stock assessment analyses. However, given the levels of readiness of the techniques themselves and the ability of stock assessment models to accept new types of data, many technologies do not appear ready to replace current approaches on a wide scale. In the near-term, they could be useful for broad Ecosystem Based Fisheries Management (EFBM) efforts and might be especially useful in data-poor fisheries. All use will require trained personnel. The techniques clearly hold potential for new scientific developments beyond stock assessments and could open up new research directions for NOAA.

**Appendix: NOAA readiness levels.**

NAO 216-105B: POLICY ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TRANSITIONS


**Readiness Levels (RLs):** A systematic project metric/measurement system that supports assessments of the maturity of R&D projects from research to operation, application, commercial product or service, or other use and allows the consistent comparison of maturity between different types of R&D projects. (Note: NOAA RL's are similar to Technology Readiness Levels developed by NASA and embody the same concept for quantifying the maturity of research). A project achieves a readiness level once it has accomplished all elements described within a readiness level. A program may include projects at different RLs depending on the goals of each project.

a. **RL 1:** Basic research, experimental or theoretical work undertaken primarily to acquire new knowledge of the underlying foundations of phenomena and observable facts, without any particular application or use in view. Basic research can be oriented or directed towards some broad fields of general interest, with the explicit goal of a range of future applications.

b. **RL 2:** Applied research, original investigation undertaken in order to acquire new knowledge. It is, however, directed primarily towards a specific, practical aim or objective. Applied research is undertaken either to determine possible uses for the findings of basic research, or to determine new methods or ways of achieving specific and predetermined objectives.
c. **RL 3**: Proof-of-concept for system, process, product, service, or tool; this can be considered an early phase of experimental development; feasibility studies may be included.

d. **RL 4**: Successful evaluation of system, subsystem, process, product, service, or tool in a laboratory or other experimental environment; this can be considered an intermediate phase of development.

e. **RL 5**: Successful evaluation of system, subsystem process, product, service, or tool in relevant environment through testing and prototyping; this can be considered the final stage of development before demonstration begins.

f. **RL 6**: Demonstration of a prototype system, subsystem, process, product, service, or tool in relevant or test environment (potential demonstrated).

g. **RL 7**: Prototype system, process, product, service or tool demonstrated in an operational or other relevant environment (functionality demonstrated in near-real world environment; subsystem components fully integrated into system).

h. **RL 8**: Finalized system, process, product, service or tool tested, and shown to operate or function as expected within user's environment; user training and documentation completed; operator or user approval given.

i. **RL 9**: System, process, product, service or tool deployed and used routinely

---
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